VILLAGE OF PEMBERTON
-COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING AGENDAAgenda for the Committee of the Whole of Council of the Village of Pemberton to be held Tuesday, October
20, 2015 at 1:00 PM in the Council Chambers, 7400 Prospect Street. This is meeting No. 138.
“This meeting is being recorded on audio tape for minute-taking purposes as authorized by the Village of
Pemberton Audio recording of Meetings Policy dated September 14, 2010.”
Time

Item of Business

Page
No.

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Recommendation: THAT the agenda be approved as presented.
3. DELEGATION
a) Joanne Molinaro, Sabre Group - Benchlands Development

2

b) Janis Netzel, Director of Utilities and Environmental Services – Waste
Management Update
4. COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Recommendation: THAT the Committee of the Whole directs staff to
undertake a staff facilitated internal engagement exercise for strategic
communications planning with participation from both Council and staff;
AND THAT the information gathered through the engagement processes be
incorporated into a Strategic Communication Plan and Communication Manual
and be brought forward in a subsequent report for Committee of the Whole’s
information.
5. ADJOURNMENT

3

REQUEST TO APPEAR
BEFORE COUNCIL
WEBSITE FORM SUBMISSION
The following was submitted from the pemberton.ca Request to Appear before
Council Form.
Full Name: Joanne Molinaro
Email Address: joanne@sabregroup.ca
Phone Number: 604-905-9685
Mailing Address: PO Box 38
Street Address: 7302 Industrial Way
Province/State: BC
Postal/Zip Code: V0N 2L0
Country: Canada
Requested Date: 10/20/2015 12:00:00 AM
Purpose of Presentation: To provide Council information on the Benchlands
Development. How the development came to be and where we are today.
By submitting this form, you agree to the terms and conditions listed
below: I Agree
TERMS & CONDITIONS
I/We acknowledge that only the above matter will be discussed during the
delegation.
Where the subject matter of a delegation pertains to legal matters, personnel,
and/or private property issues, the Village of Pemberton reserves the right not to
hear such delegations.
Council meetings are public meetings unless the public interest requires closure
to the public pursuant to the Community Charter. This request may become part
of the public record in the meeting agenda package, which will be distributed to
Council, staff, media, and the public online at www.pemberton.ca.
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REPORT TO
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

In Camera

Date:

October 20, 2015

To:

Nikki Gilmore, Chief Administrative Officer

From:

Kim Slater, Communications and Grants Coordinator

Subject:

Village of Pemberton Strategic Communications Plan

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek direction from the Committee of the Whole with regards to
creating a Strategic Communications Plan for the Village of Pemberton. The PowerPoint
presentation to be presented details the potential components of a Strategic Communications
Plan. It also recommends a process, including potential internal engagement opportunities, and
a timeline for developing the plan. Strategic Communications Plans from several other
municipalities can be found in Appendix A as samples for consideration.
BACKGROUND
Leading up to the 2014 municipal election, several members of Council expressed a desire to
improve Village of Pemberton communications. In order to seek feedback from Council and
staff, a Communications Survey was prepared and distributed on May 11, 2015. Responses
were received from three (3) Council members and eight (8) members of staff. Council
respondents rated the way in which the Village communicates information to its citizens as
“good;” however, they also indicated that feedback from the community regarding Village
communications was “mixed” and that there is room for improvement with respect to how the
Village communicates its priorities and commitments (Council Communications Survey Results:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SM-CN3YBQKC/)
Staff also indicated that community feedback was mixed, and that there was room for
improvement with respect to communicating the Village’s priorities and commitments clearly to
the public (Staff Communications Survey Results: https://www.surveymonkey.com/results/SMWXPCPQKC/). Such responses indicate that there is a need for strengthening both internal and
external communications, which provides a rationale for the development of a Strategic
Communications Plan.
The intention of the Strategic Communications Plan is to establish clear communications goals
and objectives, delivering a roadmap of communications strategies and tactics that can be
evaluated according to performance indicators in the service of the Village of Pemberton’s
values, vision, mission and strategic priorities. Its purpose is to help the Village achieve its
organizational and project-specific goals, while demonstrating how effective communications
can do the following:
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Improve decision-making
Positively engage stakeholders and strengthen relationships with stakeholders
Increase staff retention and productivity
Strengthen organizational culture, efficacy, accountability and transparency
Demonstrate the success of the Village’s work
Ensure citizens understand what the Village does
Support positive behavior change
Enhance the Village’s reputation in the community and region

“Being strategic means communicating the best message, through the right channels, measured
against well-considered organizational and communications-specific goals (Shayna Englin,
http://www.idea.org/blog/2011/03/16/what-is-strategic-communications/).”
A Strategic Communications Plan will build on earlier communications efforts and integrate
related policies including the Communications Policy (2008) and Social Media Policy (2015).
The Communications Policy established priorities and best practices for municipal
communication activities within the Village of Pemberton. The policy also provided procedural
direction for the administrative team and Council. The policy has operated without a
Communications Plan to formalize objectives and actions to ensure that strategic goals for the
organization are being supported by communications. Following the best practices outlined in
the policy and informal internal processes, strategies have been undertaken and reported out in
the Annual Reports. These approaches have been motivated by meeting needs as they arise
with innovative tools and resources. However, activities lack strategies connected to formalized
procedures and plans to ensure their consistency, monitoring and evaluation for future
successes.
The Social Media Policy was developed as a code of conduct for staff interacting with the public
through the Village of Pemberton’s social media accounts (Facebook and Tumblr) as well as via
their personal accounts.
Incorporating these policies into a comprehensive Strategic Communications Plan will help the
Village set a course towards achieving its strategic priorities. The proposed plan may also
include recommendations for best internal and external communications practices, visual and
written style guidelines, and other tools, templates, protocols and policies in support of
strengthening internal and external communications of the Village of Pemberton.
The effective execution of the plan, as well as any internal and external engagement exercises
undertaken in its development, will serve to strengthen the Village’s brand. This, in turn, will
enhance the Village’s reputation in the community, strengthen decision-making, and promote a
more cohesive organizational culture. All of these outcomes will help the Village align the
organization with its processes and services towards a more successful future.
The following needs have been identified by Village staff in relation to enhancing current
strategic communications:


Strengthen language and presentation of core values, organizational vision and
mission statement towards building and communicating the Village’s brand
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Analyze the Village of Pemberton’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats (SWOT), as well as current communications climate, including Political,
Economic, Social, and Technological (PEST) factors that influence communications
and the Village’s strategic direction
Identify Communications goals, objectives, performance indicators and evaluation
measures
Integrate Communications as part of organizational strategic planning and review
Develop and implement Corporate Branding Guidelines (comprised of Visual
Standards Guidelines and a Written Style Manual)
Identify and develop needed communications policies, procedures and guidelines
[e.g. Crisis Communications Policy (detailing steps for protecting and defending the
Village of Pemberton in the event of a public challenge to its reputation), Public
Engagement Protocols, Appropriate Language Policy, Plain Language Guidelines]

DISCUSSION & COMMENTS
The development of the plan will require consultation with Council and staff, and if desired by
Council, the community. Please see the following options and recommendations for
consideration:
1) Council’s input and direction in defining and clarifying its strategic elements (vision,
mission, values, goals, and objectives), contextual elements (SWOT and PEST) and
tactical elements (actions, performance indicators, and evaluation measures) is a key
component in creating the proposed plan. Staff recommends that Council participate in a
workshop to develop this content. A staff facilitated workshop would be the least costly
option. In addition, Council’s consideration and contributions with respect to the Village’s
brand is needed; however, may be beyond the scope of this plan and better addressed
at a future date.
Workshop Content Options:
 Organizational Vision, Mission, Values
 SWOT, PEST Exercise
 Plan Goals, Objectives
 Actions, Performance Indicators
 Branding Exercise
Facilitator Options:
 Staff facilitated workshop
 External facilitator runs a workshop
2) Staff engagement is also a key component in developing the plan and while involvement
of all staff members in a workshop would not be feasible, it is recommended that a
representative from each department participate in the workshop organized for Council.
Additionally, a survey seeking input on the workshop content should be made available
for the rest of staff to fill out. Mandatory participation would yield the best results. Not
only does this help generate ideas and buy-in of the proposed plan, but it embeds the
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Village’s stated value of inclusion into the process of developing it. The survey would
seek input on the following:
 Vision, Mission, Values
 PEST
 VOP Communications Evaluation
 VOP Brand
3) As is evident in the sample plans referenced in the appendices, community engagement
is typically a part of developing a municipal communications plan; however, staff
cautions approaching the community at this time for a few of reasons. First; two other
public engagement efforts are planned for the near future in relation to the One Mile
Lake Master Plan (November) and Agricultural Plan (January – February) and
approaching the public with yet another survey runs the risk of participants suffering
“engagement burnout.” To wait a sufficient length of time after the other participatory
processes are concluded would significantly delay this strategic communications plan.
Second; the plan is largely an internal document intended to accompany the strategic
plan, and as such doesn’t necessitate extensive community participation. Finally,
effective public engagement requires sufficient resources to capture perspectives from a
reasonable sample of the community and properly analyze the results. Given the desire
to have this plan completed in the next several months, and the limited resources for
doing so, staff recommends not pursuing public (external) engagement at this time.
4) As is evident from the diverse samples provided in the appendices, there are many
different elements that could be included in a Strategic Communications Plan. The
strategic components are essential as the plan’s raison d’etre is to articulate and help
achieve the Village’s organizational values, mission, and strategic priorities, advancing
the Village of Pemberton towards its vision for the future, strengthening its brand and
reputation, and making it a more productive and accountable organization. Strategic
direction is the compass for both the organization and the Strategic Communications
Plan. In service of this strategic direction are a number of excellent tools, such as visual
standards, writing guides and planning templates that staff recommends including in the
proposed plan. To ensure that the final product is not so long as to be encumbering, staff
suggests exploring a format that enables the strategic components, which should be
presented in a concise way so as to optimize its use as a tool for informing decisionmaking, to exist as a stand-alone piece of approximately five pages. In the interests of
transparency, it could be accompanied by a Development Process Report
(Backgrounder) detailing the steps that lead to the Plan’s development. A
Comprehensive Communications Manual for staff would support the implementation of
the Strategic Communications Plan, and would include tools, templates and guidelines
as well as related policies.
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Development Process Report (Backgrounder):
 Plan Context (SWOT, PEST)
 Target Audiences
 Stakeholders
 Methods of engagement (internal and, if applicable, external)
Components of the Strategic Communications Plan:
 Vision
 Mission
 Values
 Priorities
 Goals
 Objectives
 Actions
 Messages & Channels
 Performance Indicators
Components of the Communications Manual:
 Visual Standards & Brand Elements (logo, colour palette, tone)
 Written Style Guidelines
 Policies / Protocols / Guidelines
 Tools
 Templates
Strategic Communications Plan: Plan Development & Engagement Schedule
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Research
X
X
Draft
1st Draft
2nd Draft
Development
(section
placeholders)
Workshop
Organize
X
Execute
X
Staff Survey
Develop
X
Launch
X
Tabulate
X
Results
Council
Oct 20Consultation
COW
Plan
Direction

Feb
Final
Draft

Approval
of Final
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COMMUNICATIONS
As detailed in the previous sections, the development of a Strategic Communications Plan
should involve internal engagement (workshop + staff survey). Internal notification of the
workshop and or survey would occur through memo, Staff eNews and direct notification to staff
by managers.
If external engagement is also sought, the target participants would need to be notified.
External notification of a survey or other engagement process supported by Council would occur
through the eNews, Village website, Facebook page, a Coffee with the Mayor session, and, if
budget permits, through ads in the Question newspaper. If extensive public consultation is a
Council directive, it could be facilitated through “Have Your Say” sessions, a town hall meeting,
open house, and/or via a specially convened Communications Task Force.
LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are no legal considerations at this time.
IMPACT ON BUDGET & STAFFING
Impacts on budget and staff time are subject to Council’s desired level of external engagement
in the development of the proposed plan, as well as the desired scope of the plan.
A workshop for Council and or staff representatives would be fairly inexpensive if run by a staff
member; otherwise it will require the services of a facilitator ($50-$100/hour). Staff time for
organizing the workshop would be approximately 5-10 hours, and another 4 hours for
participating in it.
If external engagement is sought, cost would be directly tied to type and duration of selected
engagement tactics. For instance, a survey developed for the community would require
approximately 15 hours of staff time to develop, administer, and tabulate the results. If more
extensive external (community) engagement is sought (e.g. workshop, task forces etc.), there
will be costs related to print advertising (2 quarter page ads would be approximately $350);
venue rental ($35/hour); and facilitation ($500), as well as staff time for arranging the
aforementioned (5-20 hours).
Currently, there have been no funds set aside in the 2015 budget for out of pocket expenses for
this initiative. If handled internally, this project could be incorporated into departmental work
plans.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL IMPACT & APPROVAL
Input from each department is sought for the plan, which would require approximately 1 hour of
every employee’s time in completing the survey, and each department’s representative
spending approximately 4 hours at a workshop covering the same material.
Upon completion and approval by Council, the Strategic Communications Plan should inform
the communications efforts of every department within the Village of Pemberton. Incorporating
the plan’s directives should streamline and improve communications across the entire
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organization resulting in cost savings and an overall reduction of staff time spent on
communications.

______________________________
Nikki Gilmore, Chief Administrative Officer
IMPACT ON THE REGION OR NEIGHBOURING JURISDICTIONS
While consideration of neighbouring jurisdictions is a component of the PEST analysis, which
influences communications channels, messages, and desired outcomes, the undertaking of this
planning exercise neither depends on nor measurably impacts those jurisdictions. One probable
outcome of the plan will be to improve communications and in so doing, strengthen relations
with all stakeholders, including neighbouring jurisdictions.
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
The options for consideration as detailed in the Discussion and Comments section of this report
are summarized below:
Internal Engagement
Option 1 – Staff facilitated workshop (Council + department representatives) + Survey (staff)
(recommended)
Option 2 – Externally hired facilitated workshop (Council + department representatives) +
Survey (staff)
External Engagement
Option 1 – No engagement (recommended)
Option 2 – Survey, focus groups, interviews, workshop
POTENTIAL GOVERNANCE CONSIDERATIONS
This initiative is consistent with Strategic Priority No. One: Economic Vitality – by valuing and
supporting a competitive and diversified economy with engaged corporate citizens; Strategic
Priority No. Two: Good Governance – being committed to citizen engagement and being an
honest, open and accountable government; Strategic Priority No. Three: Excellence in Service –
by delivering the highest quality level municipal services within the scope of our resources; and
Strategic Priority No. Four: Social Responsibility in which the Village strives to create a strong
and vibrant community recognizing the importance and benefits of engaged citizens.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Committee of the Whole directs staff to undertake a staff facilitated internal
engagement exercise for strategic communications planning with participation from both Council
and staff;
AND THAT the information gathered through the engagement processes be incorporated into a
Strategic Communication Plan and Communication Manual and be brought forward in a
subsequent report for Committee of the Whole’s information.
Attachments:
Appendix A – Communications Plan Samples

_________________________
Kim Slater
Communications & Grants Coordinator
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER REVIEW AND MANAGER

_____________________________
Nikki Gilmore
Chief Administrative Officer
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Appendix A

Sample Strategic Communications Plans:
City of Guelph: https://guelph.ca/wp-content/uploads/COG_CommunicationsPlan.pdf
City of Richmond:
http://www.richmondhill.ca/documents/meetings/cow/10_15_2012_16_30/Item%2007.pdf
Squamish:
http://www.civicinfo.bc.ca/Library/Reports_and_Briefs/Communications/Communications_Plan_2012-Squamish--2012.pdf
City of Vernon: http://www.vernon.ca/council/documents/2015_COV_Strat_Com.pdf
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